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SUPERIOR DOMESTICITY: TWO GEORGE ELIOT CATS 
By Beryl Gray 
The Persian cat, Hafiz , appears in two scenes in Daniel Deronda (1876) .1 The fIrst of these 
appearances occurs in chapter 18, which introduces the compact, creative little Meyrick 
women - mother and three daughters - just as they are about to become Mirah Lapidoth's 
hospitable benefactresses, though she is as yet unknown to them. They are gathered 
harmoniously together in the evening lamp- and candle-lit, miniature double parlour of their 
narrow riverside house . 'All four, if they had been wax-work, might have been packed easily 
in a fashionable lady's travelling trunk.'2 Their corporeal diminutiveness is expressly 
proportionate to their surroundings, but it seems also to be conceived as integral to their 
goodness; for it is reemphasized: 
The only large thing of its kind in the room was HafIz, the Persian cat, comfortably 
poised on the brown leather back of a chair, and opening his large eyes now and then 
to see that the lower animals were not in any mischief. (p. 181) 
The easeful position chosen for Hafiz by his observant author is the position a cat would have 
chosen for itself; his contented benignity both affirms and contributes to the atmosphere of 
concord. But he has an additional function , for it is through him, or, more specifIcally, through 
the sporadic opening of his large eyes , that the scene is fIrst animated. This movement, required 
for his humorously anthropomorphized supervision of the human 'lower animals' in the room, 
marks the chapter 's transition from explicated tableau, to action and conversation. 
George Eliot often included companion animals in her depictions of domestic interiors: in 
Scenes of Clerical Life, Mr Gilfil spends the evenings of his later years in his sitting-room with 
no other society but that of his old brown setter; in Adam Bede , we see the Reverend Adolphus 
Irwine ensconced with his setter, the setter's pups , and a supercilious pug; Lucy Deane's King 
Charles spaniel is an indispensable figure in several key scenes in The Mill on the Floss; and 
so on. But no canine of any sort would have been suitable for the Meyrick household, for no 
dog larger than a lap-dog could possibly be accommodated by these little women in so confIned 
a space, and a leisure-connoting lap-dog such as the tiny Maltese with which in chapter 12 
Grandcourt taunts Fetch, his water spaniel, would be out of the question for such habitually 
industrious, self-reliant people . Hafiz, on the other hand, with his superior individuality 
asserted before any of the women move or speak, is their appropriate non-human associate 
because he is neither presented as a pet nor perceived as one . The meaning of the Arabic name 
bestowed on him - 'one who knows the Koran by heart' ; or 'guardian' - endows him with a 
particular kind of authority. He does not guard as a dog might guard, but he is in a sense the 
guardian of the spirit of the place, watching 'restlessly' (p . 184) until the potentially disturbing 
girl Deronda has rescued from drowning and brought into the parlour has accepted the 
women's non-judgemental hospitality, and is herself seated with (and in) 'perfect grace' (ibid.). 
It is not until then that he demonstrates his acceptance of her by approaching 'with tail erect 
and rub[bing] himself against her ankles' (ibid.), an action intimating that Deronda may now 
safely leave her with his friends . 
Hafiz's second appearance is in chapter 20, when Mirah, 'beginning to take comfort' (p. 193), 
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joins Mrs Meyrick in the parlour after a restorative night's sleep. The ambience of the room is 
carefully established before the two women begin to converse . The view is of the sunlit river; 
the open window lets in the 'soft air' (p. 194); and the 'glorious silent cloud of witnesses' 
(ibid.) on the walls of the room, who range from the 'Virgin soaring amid her cherubic escort' 
(ibid.) and 'Prophets and Sibyls' (ibid.) to eighteenth-century children and Italian poets , testify 
to the literary, artistic, and doctrinal eclecticism of the women who have received the Jewish 
girl into their lives . The task allotted to Mrs Meyrick - that of sorting her coloured embroidery 
wools - indicates both her habitual purposefulness and her circumscribed movement, for the 
stillness that will embolden Mirah to tell her story is not to be disturbed . But it must be 
transmitted as a living, receptive stillness. Again it is Hafiz, purring on the window ledge, who 
quickens the atmosphere. The only other sound from within the room is the unhurried ticking 
of the clock on the mantelpiece, impersonally allowing Mirah to take her time; while 'the 
occasional sound of wheels seemed to lie outside the more massive central quiet' (ibid.) . 
Hafiz's purring engenders wellbeing through the manifestation of it. It is an assurance of 
security; an encouragement to trust. He need play no further part . 
Hafiz is reminiscent of another comfortably circumstanced cat in George Eliot, one who is also 
given an air of superiority. This cat presides over the 'happy animallife,3 that, in chapter 16 of 
Silas Mamer (published fifteen years before Daniel Deronda) reflects the shared happiness of 
the creatures' human associates, Silas and his now eighteen-year-old adopted daughter, Eppie. 
Snap, the 'knowing brown terrier' (p. 139) whose ' sharp bark' (ibid.) and excited dancing 
welcome Silas and Eppie back to their stone cottage from church one Sunday, generates an 
energy that offsets the weaver's diminishing strength and placidity. As Eppie's playfellows, the 
terrier and the tortoiseshell kitten he rushes to make 'a worrying noise at' (ibid.) before 
'rush[ing] back with a sharp bark again, as much as to say, "I have done my duty by this feeble 
creature, you perceive'" (ibid.), accentuate the eagerness and youthfulness of the girl , and 
preclude the possibility of domestic dullness. But it is Puss, the sharply observed 'lady-mother 
of the kitten [sitting] sunning her white bosom in the window, and look[ing] round with a 
sleepy air of expecting caresses, though she was not going to take any trouble for them' (ibid.), 
who represents established wellbeing. All three animals are included in the detailed scene in 
which we see Eppie sitting at dinner with her adoptive father. Her playful teasing of the adult 
cat and the terrier with a morsel of food held above them before she relents and divides it 
between them counterbalances Silas's contemplativeness, and Snap's anthropomorphized 
remonstrations with Puss 'on the greediness and futility of her conduct' (p . 140) ensure that the 
reader remains aware of his presence and persona. But the inventive image of the kitten 
clinging tenaciously to Eppie's shoulder 'like a design for a jug-handle' not only enhances the 
girl's portrayal, but also connects and contrasts this moment with the time when Silas's 
existence related merely to objects . It recalls both the impression the weaver's own shrunken 
and bent figure had then produced of 'a handle or a crooked tube , which has no meaning 
standing apart' (p. 19), and the handle of the brown earthenware pot he used to collect his 
water, and which had acquired the semblance of life; for every morning it had seemed to 
proffer its handle, 'so that its form had an expression for him of willing helpfulness ' (p. 20) . 
Improved living arrangements and gifts of good furniture from Godfrey Cass, Eppie's 
biological father, have transformed the cottage and made it comfortable, while the dignified 
equanimity of the ' lady-mother' cat, and the connotations of the word 'bosom' used in 
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describing her, testify to the achieved familial contentment that will withstand Godfrey's offer 
to take his belatedly-acknowledged daughter to live with him and his wife in the Red House. 
But it is essentially through Eppie's association with, and attention to, the animals around her 
- including the hobbled donkey browsing outside, whom she regularly gratifies by scratching 
his nose - that the nurturing inclination and maternal potential of the 'deep little puss' (p. 138), 
as Silas dotingly calls her, are conveyed. The new life already establishing itself in the cottage 
may be only that of Puss's offspring, but its existence is part of the novel's narrative of renewal 
and continuity that we are invited to imagine will extend itself through Eppie's marriage to 
Aaron. 
Notes 
Derek Miller's illuminating Note on Hafiz, 'Mrs Meyrick's Cat' , appears below. 
2 George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, ed. Graham Handley (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 
pp. 180-181. Further page references to this edition are given in the text. 
3 George Eliot, Si/as Mamer: The Weaver of Raveloe, ed. Peter Mudford (London: J. M. 
Dent, 1996), p. 139. Further page references to this edition are given in the text. 
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